
McCHORD SPORTSMENS CLUB PRESENTS 

 

 

Tricky 50’s Registered Skeet Shoot 
October 30, 2021 (COSTUME OPTIONAL, masks and clothes required) 

Four gauges will be shot on one day and the score/gauge will be reported as one event.  You 
may enter one or all of the 50’s.  Due to club ammo shortage, you must provide your own 
ammo.  No shot larger than #9.  

ROTATION #1:  9:30AM 410 FOLLOWED BY 20 GA/12:30PM28 GA FOLLOWED BY 12       
ROTATION #2** 11:00AM 410 FOLLOWED BY 20 GA/2:00PM 28 GA FOLLOWED BY12 

** We anticipate a very small participation therefore everyone should plan on the 9:30 start time.  If you plan 
to only shoot the 2nd event (ie, 20 ga and or 12 ga), please be ready NLT 20 min after the 1st event start time. 

To avoid time lost going back to the club to change tubes/barrels and get ammo between 50’s, 
please go to the field ready to shoot both gauges.   Exception will be made in case of rain. 

PRICE/50 $17.00 inc $4.00 to class & fees.  Ga champ takes respective class money.  $10 HOA 
entry, awarded by class.  Concurrents Honors Only.  Shoot off ties for HOA &/or class champ.  

LUNCH available within walking distance at Burger King or Subway (at the gas station) 

Every attempt will be made to have a referee on each field but shooters may be asked score 
own targets.  The Canterberry voice call system may be used. 

Current NSSA rules apply.  Current DOD COVID policy requires masks must be worn inside the 
buildings.  The club assumes no liability in cases of theft or injuries.   

BASE PASS: Due to the time constraint in getting passes back from Ft. Lewis and mailed, those 
non-DOD shooters needing a pass, please contact Gil Hildebrand NLT Thursday, Oct 14, by 
phone 253-468-9886 if no answer – leave message!! . 


